Case Study

Dream Systems Are Coming True
Users Get Access Everywhere and Expand Systems for Less Cost

Vincent DiGangi, president of Connell Industries, Inc.
is on a mission: “To get people off that dedicated
locked-in system, and those can’t-do-what-you-wantto-do applications.”
His summary hits the nail on the head. Isn’t that
how most control systems seem nowadays? Adding
new functionality to a system means the plant needs
to buy a new piece of software, or pay for more tags
for the existing software. Increasing the number of
people who can access data means paying for more
clients. Systems become patched up with a host of
software pieces that do this and that, but fail to work
together well. And don’t even mention operating
system updates – those are just nightmares waiting
to happen.
The industry has been stuck in this cycle far too long.
But if you talk to any of Connell Industries’ clients,
they’re happily working without these headaches.
Everyone has access to the system. They’re growing their systems. And they have more plans on the
horizon. Customers are finding a new way of thinking about their control systems because Connell
Industries can deliver what most other integrators
are not: web-based freedom, unlimited scalability,
and unrivaled technical support.
Web-Based Freedom
When presenting a solution to potential customers,
DiGangi and his control engineers will conduct a
small demonstration in front of the customer. The
web-based aspect of the software is usually understood best if demonstrated to a customer right in
their office.
When Connell Industries was proposing a project for
an international packaging company, DiGangi retold
how they started turning the decision makers’ heads
during a demo. “We pulled up the Java application
screen and explained that those in the office were
looking at the exact same screen as the technician,”
DiGangi said. “They can look at what’s going on in
this production area from anywhere – home, office
or on the road. All that’s needed is a browser, point
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it to a particular IP address and you’ll see what the
operator is seeing. They asked if there was any special
equipment or software required – no, just a browser!”
“Then we showed them how easy it is to update the
system from one place,” DiGangi continued. “We
altered the application, and then an update bar appeared. The update bar was clicked and then they

Users can access information anywhere by weblaunching project screens, such as the screenshot
shown above—preform and bottle counts are
displayed in real-time to the user. Clicking on
different areas of the plant blueprint will display
information for that section of the system.

saw the immediate results of that update. There’s no
need to go to every computer and update it individually. They said, ‘That’s great, when can we start!?’”
Unrivaled Support
The web-based architecture of the Inductive Automation software also ties into how Connell Industries
can offer fast, efficient support to customers.
“We can support them remotely and easily,” DiGangi
stated. “As long as they give us access to their application on their machine, we don’t have to drive three
hours to update it. We overwhelm the customers
with all good and no bad. Almost sounds too good
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to be true. The only problem we face with Inductive
Automation is loss of network connections – which
happens with any SCADA software. That’s the biggest problem for us and it doesn’t happen very often.”
Unlimited Scalability
One of the top reasons DiGangi gave for choosing
Inductive Automation was the fact that licensing
is very user friendly. Customers pay once and don’t
worry about paying for extra tags and clients down
the road when they want to add on to the system.
The software is placed on one server – or on any
computer, which can act as a server – and is accessible from any other computer connected to it on

discrepancy between how many bottles were made,
and how many the customer said they actually received. The customer reported that they either didn’t
receive the correct number of bottles or that they
didn’t receive the bottles by a certain deadline. As
a result, Graham Packaging was being back-charged
for loss of product, sometimes as many as 60,000
bottles. The bill for one month of claims for undelivered product can be very significant.
They asked Connell Industries to engineer a solution
for tracking the preforms (the first stage of material for
producing beverage bottles) and generating reports
to back up the quantity of bottles that they made and
when they delivered them.
DiGangi explained that while Graham Packaging
originally wanted to track just the preforms, it turned
out that there was more to it than that. Oftentimes it’s
about solving the problem behind the problem. The
original requirement was to track the preforms, but it
became apparant that it would be more beneficial to
also track the equipment downtime – where underlying causes might be caught and easily addressed.
The end result was a production counting and preform / bottle inventory tracking system with built-in
production line downtime monitoring.

Connell Industries set up the Inductive Automation
software to generate reports, which can then be
used to document the number of bottles produced
and when they were delivered to the customer.
their network. Once set up, the system is extremely
agile and new projects can be built at the server level
and web-launched to any network client.
“Licensing issues are non-existent and there is great
flexibility to ‘grow’ the application as the customer’s
demands evolve and become more elaborate once
they see the benefits of the system,” DiGangi said.
One example of how flexible the system is and how
licensing opens up new possibilities for DiGangi’s customers, is their recent project with Graham Packaging.
Graham Packaging manufactures bottles for their
customers. They were facing a costly issue from a

This type of creative solution was only possible because of the licensing structure for Inductive Automation software, DiGangi noted. The software is licensed
by the server and each server license includes unlimited tags and clients. This gave DiGangi’s company
the freedom to take the project to a deeper level, and
deliver a better solution to Graham Packaging.
“We got compensated for our time, but it didn’t get
complicated because of a licensing issue,” DiGangi
explained. “The Inductive Automation software
is flexible to be able to get creative in solving our
customer’s problem. When we are able to come at
problems from a different angle, the customer is
even more delighted with us and the end result.”
Connell Industries, Inc. is a mid-sized control system integration company based in New Jersey. The company
has been in business for over 15 years, providing control
engineering and manufacturing equipment services to
a large number of plastic packaging, power generation
utilities, and food and beverage customers.

